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Some Notes on  
John Zorn’s Cobra
The year 2009 marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of John Zorn’s cele-
brated game piece for improvisers, Cobra. Without a doubt, Cobra is Zorn’s 
most popular and well-known composition and one that has enjoyed 
remarkable success and innumerable performances all over the world 
since its premiere in late 1984 at the New York City club, roulette. Some 
noteworthy performances of Cobra include those played by a group of 
jazz journalists and critics, an all-women performance, and a hip-hop ver-
sion as well!1 at the same time, Cobra is routinely played by students in 
colleges and universities all over the world, ensuring that the work will 
continue to grow and evolve in the years to come. In addition to being 
fun to perform, Cobra is fun for audiences as they watch the performers 
wave their hands wildly to get each other’s attention and then quickly 
perform a series of seemingly disconnected and disjointed sounds.
 Zorn’s Cobra takes its name from a simulation game originally pub-
lished in 1977 by the popular war-game magazine Strategy & Tactics.2 
as shown in figure 1 (the cover of the Strategy and Tactics issue that in-
cluded Cobra), the game is subtitled “Patton’s 1944 Summer offensive in 
France.” according to the introduction to the rules, “Cobra is a regimental 
division/divisional scale simulation of the allied break-out from the 
Normandy peninsula in the summer of 1944, which culminated in the 
encirclement of some 160,000 German troops in the ‘Falaise Pocket.’”3 
The rules—spread out over eight, tricolumned pages—describe permis-
sible moves and strategies available to the various British, american, 
and German infantry, air, and tank (Panzer) divisions and units who 
fought in this decisive european battle. an eleven-page military-his-
torical overview of the battle by John Prados (complete with detailed 
maps describing the position of various forces at different points in the 
summer campaign) can be used as an aid to players who wish to recreate 
as closely as possible the actual maneuvers by the allied and German 
forces during operation Cobra.4 Cobra was so popular with gamers that 
an expanded version was released by TSr—the gaming company best 
known for publishing and producing Dungeons & Dragons—in 1984, the 
same year that Zorn was creating his musical version of Cobra (the box 
cover of the TSr version is reproduced in fig. 2).5
 For many players, the game Cobra remains one of the most popular 
World War II–simulation games ever produced. Similarly, the game piece 
Cobra has become Zorn’s most recognizable piece of music. In fact, it 
could be argued that Cobra has become the defining piece of music as-
sociated with the “Downtown scene” of New York’s Lower east Side. 
Howard Mandel has compared Cobra to Terry riley’s In C and has re-
marked that if “Cobra is not Zorn’s greatest lasting achievement, it is [a] 
Figure 1. Cover  
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wondrously original work. Through it, and by constantly touring europe 
and establishing himself in Japan, Zorn came to represent Lower east 
Siders’ audacity, and their utter resistance to the imposition of musical 
limits.”6 Cobra’s stature as the representative piece of the Downtown 
scene happened quickly. Writing only ten years after its premiere, jazz 
journalist Peter Watrous urged concertgoers to attend a performance of 
Cobra at the knitting Factory, his reason being “it’s a good way to find 
out what the early 1980s [in New York] were about.”7
 as a way of celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of Cobra, the pres-
ent article will consider the work from a number of perspectives. The 
first part will describe how the musical game is “played.” Next, I will 
consider the type of community imagined by Zorn in his game pieces 
in general and Cobra in particular followed by a consideration of the 
commercially available recorded versions of Cobra. Finally, I will situate 
Cobra in relation to works composed by Zorn in the late 1970s through 
the late 1980s.
Figure 2. Box cover 




Zorn: This is going to be very complicated. Is this very important for your article, 
to talk about this?
Edward Strickland: I would just like to get some idea—all the articles talk about 
your games but never explain anything. I think it’s important so we know what 
you’re doing.8
asked to describe John Zorn’s overriding compositional concern in the 
mid- to late 1970s through the 1980s, many people would instantly say 
“games” or “game structures.” However, despite the many descriptions 
and accounts of the various “game pieces” constructed during this 
time, it is nearly impossible to fully reconstruct what the rules are for 
any given piece. and, of course, you can’t play the game if you don’t 
know (or fully understand) the rules. edward Strickland’s frustration 
at not knowing the rules probably reflected the feelings of a number of 
fans, musicians, and composers who were gradually becoming familiar 
with Zorn’s music through his many self-produced (and self-financed) 
recordings.9
 Some of the mystery surrounding these pieces (and Cobra in particular) 
began to clear away in 1991 with the publication of the “score” to Cobra 
in Neue Zeitschrift für Musik and a brief description of some of the rules 
in edward Strickland’s published interview with Zorn (an interview 
originally conducted in 1988).10 Three years later, kevin Whitehead’s 
“a Field Guide to Cobra” expanded upon some of the information pre-
sented in Strickland’s interview by providing more details relating to the 
rules of Cobra.11 However, even with the information included in Lange, 
Strickland, and Whitehead, it was still difficult—if not impossible—to 
adequately reconstruct in 1994 what Cobra was all about. For instance, 
interested parties who had access to Neue Zietschrift für Musik only had 
the “score” with no way of interpreting it (they had the playing pieces 
but not the rules). at the same time, those who read the accounts in 
Strickland and Whitehead knew some of the rules (but not all of them) 
but had almost no information on how these rules played out as part of 
the game (they had the rules but not the playing pieces—the score).
 even with the scattered and incomplete information relating to Cobra 
that began to appear in print in the early and mid-1990s, the work has 
remained somewhat of an enigma. The enigmatic aura surrounding 
Cobra is, I believe, intentional and can be traced back to Zorn’s reluctance 
to publish a complete and detailed account of the work, preferring in-
stead a desire for Cobra (and his other game pieces) to exist and persist 
as part of an oral tradition. In a published interview with Christopher 
Cox, Zorn explains his wishes regarding the ontological status of Cobra 
in particular and the game pieces in general:
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Many people have wondered why I have deliberately chosen not 
to publish (or even write down) the rules of these pieces, preferring 
to explain them myself in rehearsal as part of an oral tradition. The 
reasons are many. There is a lot more to these pieces than just the 
rules. For one thing, choosing the players has always been a crucial 
part of the performance process and the art of choosing a band and 
being a good bandleader is not something you can impart on paper 
in a written preface to the score. . . . These pieces can go where any-
one wants to take them, and since they live on in the underground 
as part of an oral/aural tradition, this becomes one of the dangers 
as well as part of the fun.12
 While my decision to publish a more expansive description of Cobra 
may seem to go against the composer’s wishes, I would point out that 
annotated copies of the score (reproduced as fig. 3) along with detailed 
notes compiled by the pianist Stephen Drury (including handwritten an-
notations by Zorn) have been available in “the underground” for close to 
fifteen years. Privy to this “public secret,” teachers and musicians wish-
ing to perform Cobra have known about the existence of these materials 
(faxes, photocopies, photocopies of faxes, faxes of photocopies, and so 
on) for some time.13
 While any rendition of Cobra obviously depends upon a complete and 
thorough understanding of the rules involved, at least two other factors 
must be kept in mind if any ensemble wishes to realize the potentiali-
ties associated with the piece: choosing the performers and selecting a 
prompter. While the instrumentation for Cobra is entirely open, Zorn has 
explained how he prefers to perform the piece with a minimum of ten 
and as many as twenty players.14 Choosing the performers is an integral 
aspect in preparing Cobra. Zorn has described how:
You want to pick someone not just because they can play well, but 
because they have a good sense of humor, or they get along with the 
guy across the room; because they believe in democracy, or because 
they don’t believe in it; because they want to subvert the shit or 
because they just want to sit back and do what they’re told; because 
they have a lot of compositional ideas (and maybe play awful) but 
they’re going to make good calls. There’s a lot of reasons to call 
someone into the band in a game piece.15
 Just as important as deciding upon performers is choosing the prompter. 
The prompter should not be thought of as a conductor who leads per-
formers through a piece of music but as a guide who (most of the time) 
responds to the performers and the musical directions they wish to fol-
low. The prompter responds to requests made by the players by relaying 
information to the other members of the ensemble and while the prompter 
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Figure 3. Score of Cobra.
often functions as a conduit of information, she/he can choose to ignore 
requests by the players.16 In an interview with Zorn, Cole Gagne has ob-
served that in earlier pieces such as Track & Field “the role of the prompter 
[goes] to different players over the course of the piece, but in some if its 
later performances, there’d be a full-time prompter. With Cobra, that job 
[of the prompter] is always done by one specific person.” He then asks 
Zorn if he had “found in playing these works that it was better to have 
one person stick to being the prompter?” Zorn responds:
I think it’s best that way. Ultimately, I’m the best prompter there can 
be, because then I can be a complete fascist! only someone who really 
knows the rules can be a good prompter; someone who is extremely 
hyper, omniattentive, and can make split-second decisions when 
three people are raising their hands and each one wants something 
different. a lot of times, people make calls that I know are going to 
end up in a train wreck, and I have to know when to say no. It’s like 
a coach. Someone who does it again and again will get better at it, 
but some people are naturally born to it and some people are not. 
. . . The prompter’s role requires a specific kind of talent. . . . You’ve 
got to pick the right person for the job [of prompter]. It’s crucial. The 
prompter can make or break a performance, no matter how inspired 
the band is. The prompter is a direct source of energy and inspiration 
for the entire group.17
 Figure 3 reproduces the “score” for Cobra. although I have used the 
description on a number of occasions already, this is not really a “score” 
in the traditional sense of the word. Instead of specifying content, this 
page is more like a key that lists all of the possible “cues” available to 
the performers. What happens during these cues is entirely up to the 
performers.18 Nineteen different cues are included on the left-hand col-
umn of this page These particular cues—associated with “operation 
1”—describe an event or action that can be called by a player (“caller”) 
through a specific bodily motion (e.g., hand signals, pointing) that is 
relayed to the prompter who can either accept or decline the cue. If the 
event suggested by the caller is accepted, the prompter holds up a color-
coded, rectangular card with the relevant cue and shows it to the entire 
ensemble (the prompter may also initiate cues). The cue is activated 
when the prompter lowers the card, an action constituting a “downbeat.” 
Zorn has described a scenario comprised of a series of cues initiated by 
downbeats:
[When a] downbeat starts, everyone can do one event. When you’ve 
done your event, you can’t play anymore until someone makes an-
other cue. and then at that downbeat, people who are performing 
have to stop; people who aren’t performing have to come in. Then 
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another downbeat, when only the people who are pointed to can 
come in. and another downbeat, where whoever’s playing loud has 
to play quiet, and whoever’s playing quiet has to play loud. and 
another downbeat . . . You get the idea.19
a performer can delay downbeats at any time (except in special circum-
stances as described below).
 referring now to figure 3, the first set of cues are “mouth cues” (which 
the prompter displays to the ensemble on yellow cards).20 In general, 
mouth cues all involve some sort of change: a change involving per-
forming forces, the number of performers, or volume, for example. By 
pointing to the mouth and holding up one finger, a caller is requesting 
a “Pool” (P) cue which means that performers not playing at that time 
may enter while performers currently playing either stop or drastically 
change the quality of what they are currently playing. By pointing to 
the mouth and holding up two fingers, a caller requests “runner” (r). 
Here the caller points to any number of players who all enter (if the call 
is acknowledged by the prompter) once the downbeat is initiated and all 
other performers currently playing stop. a “Substitute” or “Substitute 
Change” (S) signifies that those performers currently playing stop and 
those not playing have the option of entering (they are not compelled to 
play). Finally, by pointing to the mouth and holding up four fingers, a 
caller requests a “Substitute Crossfade” (SX) where everyone—regardless 
of whether they have or have not been playing—must fade in or out at 
a rate cued by the prompter.
 Nose cues (the next group on the left-hand column of fig. 3) are dis-
played to the ensemble on white cards. By pointing to the nose and 
holding up one finger, a caller is requesting a duo (D). If accepted, the 
caller makes eye contact with someone else in the ensemble and—at 
the downbeat—they perform a duo (initiated by the original caller). 
once the called duo begins, other performers have the option of engag-
ing with others in their own duos. Depending upon the length of this 
particular cue, performers also have the option of changing duo part-
ners. (T) means that a caller (or the prompter) has requested “Trades” 
whereby—beginning with the caller—music/sounds are passed along 
a chain of players, each playing one after the other. Silence as part of 
the overall improvisational game is possible within Trades as players 
may decide to stop the chain at any time. at the same time, any player 
can decide to start the chain once more, provided that that the “Trades” 
cue is still in effect. By pointing to the nose and holding up three fin-
gers, a caller is requesting “events 1, 2, or 3” (e). If this cue is accepted, 
the caller specifies how many events he or she wishes each performer 
to play. everybody in the ensemble plays this number of events at any 
time (although this might get cut short if a different cue is put in play 
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by a downbeat). Finally, “nose-4” signifies “Buddies” (B), which is simi-
lar to “Duos” except that partners cannot change (which is possible in 
“Duos”). Performers engaged in a buddy duet only play one duo and 
then “die”—stop playing.
 The next set of cues is the eye cues (on orange cards). “eye-1” is a call for 
“Cartoon Trades” (CT) where “single notes/sounds/events [are] passed 
extremely quickly from one player to another.”21 The passing of these 
cartoon trades is accomplished by eye contact: one player performs an 
event, looks at another player in the ensemble who plays an event, and so 
on. This is in contrast to “eye-2,” “ordered Cartoon Trades” (Co), where 
short events are passed around the ensemble in terms of the seating/ar-
rangement of performers.22 The original caller decides in which direction 
the trades will be passed. In “ordered Cartoon Trades,” performers have 
the option of forming duos and even trios with other members of the en-
semble (formed through eye contact). as these trades continue to circle 
around the ensemble, duos and trios from earlier cycles can be maintained, 
changed, or dropped altogether.
 The ear cues (on blue cards) are the only cues that deal specifically 
with group “music.” Here, “music” may be interpreted as styles but—
more often than not—it will refer to “concatenation of sounds/events.” 
“ear-1” (M∆) means that the group that is currently performing remains 
the same but, when the downbeat associated with “ear-1” lands, they 
must play radically different music. “ear-2” (G∆) is the inverse of M∆ 
in that—at the downbeat—the group currently playing stops and oth-
ers (chosen by current performers by pointing) enter playing the same 
music.23 “ear-3” (V) indicates a change in volume. If called, the prompter 
shows the performing ensemble cards indicating crescendos (<) and 
decrescendos (>) (both of which impact the entire ensemble) and “fad-
ers” (V) which tells players who are playing loudly to diminuendo and 
those playing softly to crescendo (creating volume swells and crossfades 
throughout the performing ensemble). The prompter determines the rate 
of volume change during this cue.
 The three red cards (with the numbers 1 through 3 on their faces) in-
dicate head cues, all of which are associated with “sound memories.” 
at any time within the improvisation, a caller may ask the prompter to 
“lock in” the material currently being performed for (possible) future 
use. For instance (and my apologies in advance), if the drummer is play-
ing dum-da-dum-dum, and the saxophonist is playing eeeeeeeeek, and 
the French horn is playing a low frrrrrt, a caller may signal “Head-1” 
(“Sound Memory 1,” or “1”) which means that he or she wishes to, in a 
sense, “record” the current ensemble and what it is playing at that mo-
ment. Later in the improvisation, a caller may request “Sound Memory 
1” and, if accepted, the drummer’s dum-da-dum-dum, the saxophonist’s 
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eeeeeeeeek, and the French horn’s frrrrrt will return at the next downbeat. 
as indicated by the cards, there can be up to three sound memories for 
each improvisation.
 The cues just described form the core operations/rules of Cobra and 
are identified as “operation 1” (except for the “Palm” cues described 
below). on the upper-right of figure 3 are the “guerilla systems” permis-
sible within operation 1. Zorn has explained how the guerilla systems 
“are ways of fucking up the structure” and where
people can sneak in a downbeat, people can become guerillas and 
have squads, get people to imitate them, capture people, switch 
them . . . so it really becomes a game that’s fun to play. It creates 
real excitement on stage. The musicians are into it. They want to 
create a situation where they can be in control, where they’re the 
guerilla leader with their squad telling this guy to stop and this 
guy to play.24
 at any time, any player can choose to become a guerilla by motioning 
to the prompter and putting on a headband. If the prompter acknowl-
edges the guerilla, he or she also puts on a headband at which point the 
guerilla’s “powers” are activated. as a guerilla a player has the freedom 
to do almost anything he or she wishes (identified as “tactics”) to nongue-
rilla performers. as a guerilla, a player can ignore the rules (directions 
signified by downbeat calls from other players) and play anything he or 
she wants, sustain a drone (“Hold”), imitate other players, engage with 
other players in “Trades” (or telling other players to engage in Trades), 
make any calls he or she wishes, and “capture” other players (order them 
to stop playing). all of these tactics persist until the prompter initiates 
the next downbeat. any player at any time can cut a solo guerilla.
 However, a guerilla can enlist two other players (“spotters”) to form 
a “squad,” or “unit,” all of whom possess the same powers described 
above. at the same time, if a full guerilla unit of three performers is 
formed, the original guerilla (now the “Squad Leader”) has the option 
of initiating a different set of operations known as “operations 2” as a 
subset of the “guerilla systems.” These operations are indicated in the 
middle of the right-hand column on figure 3 and “are cued by the squad 
leader only using FIST plus [a] number hand signal” at which point the origi-
nal prompter holds up a green card to the entire ensemble identifying the 
specific cue associated with operation 2 and all nonguerilla unit players 
quit performing.25 “Fist-1” indicates a “Divisi” where the squad leader 
becomes the prompter. During “Divisi,” the squad leader essentially 
takes over the game and can make any calls he or she wishes includ-
ing any of the nineteen cues associated with “operation 1.” The squad 
leader can order any player or players to perform alone or solo over a 
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“memory drone” (from the “Head” cues), or order players to perform/
interact according to the tactics described above (“squad leader tactics”). 
To end a “Divisi” operation, the squad leader raises his or her fist and 
makes the “cut throat” sign and another signal to indicate the next cue/
downbeat (remember that the squad leader is the original guerilla and 
still functions as such even after squad operations are discontinued). 
The (original) prompter holds up a card that alerts the entire ensemble 
that the divisi superimposition is ending along with a card indicating 
the next cue.
 other operations available to the guerilla unit include an “Intercut” 
(“Fist-2”) where the leader and the two spotters perform as an unac-
companied trio. This trio can go on for any length of time and where 
performance directions (directed toward the trio) are indicated by a set 
of “Locus Hand Cues” (shown at the bottom of the right-hand column 
in fig. 3). When a trio’s “Intercut” is completed, the performance returns 
to the same material that was being performed immediately prior to the 
trio’s interpolation. The final cue associated with operation 2 is “Fenc-
ing” (“Fist-3”) which is also referred to as an “Ivesian Trio.” Here, the 
squad leader plays in a clearly recognizable musical style or genre while 
the two spotters superimpose musical material associated with a con-
trasting style/genre. any member of the unit may choose a player from 
outside of the guerilla squad to act as an alternate to perform in place 
of that unit member. as shown in figure 3, the “life span” of a guerilla 
unit is seven downbeats.26 While anyone can cut a solo guerilla, a gue-
rilla squad or unit cannot be cut except by a member of that unit (at any 
time) or by an alternate chosen during the “Fencing” operation. one 
final way a guerilla unit may be “cut” during operations is through the 
presence of a “spy.” If one is present, the prompter holds up a sign that 
has a question mark on its face and if the squad correctly identifies the 
spy, the guerilla operations continue.27 If the spy is not correctly identi-
fied, operation 2 is terminated and operation 1 resumes with the squad 
leader still acting as a guerilla.
 returning to the left-hand column of figure 3, the palm cues (at the 
bottom) all involve ways of ending a “version” of Cobra. “Palm-1” (on 
an all-black card) indicates a quick and sudden stop while “Palm-2” (on 
a half-white, half-black card) signifies a “Coda” that lasts for approxi-
mately six to ten seconds after the downbeat (and that includes only 
those performers who had been playing during the previous downbeat). 
“Palm-3” (a card with blacks bars at the top and bottom) calls for a “Hold 
and Fade” of “whatever activity you’re engaged in at call.”28 Palm cues 




[Cobra is] a psychodrama where everybody’s personality comes out in very exag-
gerated ways.29
To my mind, the types of improvisations realized by performances of 
Cobra exist at the boundaries connecting two types of jazz practices: 
those of “free jazz” and jazz improvisations that take place over chord 
changes. In “free jazz” (typically associated with the group improvisa-
tions arranged by ornette Coleman and later) very few, if any, formal 
or harmonic constraints are present that guide the individual perform-
ers and the overall shape of any given improvisation. When soloing 
over “changes” (often associated with bebop), jazz improvisers are 
bound by the formal design of the tune at hand and the specific chord 
changes. Put simply (perhaps simplistically), the difference is between 
an improvisation that realizes “anarchic” tendencies (no rules, com-
plete freedom) and another that realizes democratic ideals (freedom 
within constraints).30 These conflicting tendencies are integral to the 
overall design of Cobra, ranging from the freedom for players to choose 
any cue they desire and to play anything they wish all according to 
the particular rules of the game. extending the political metaphors 
even further, it is also possible to perceive “fascist” strains in Cobra, 
from the guerilla units’ ability to “take control” of other players to the 
prompter’s ability to ignore requests from the ensemble.
 To fully realize all of the musico-political potentialities of Cobra, the 
selection of performers is crucial (as described above). as with all of 
Zorn’s game pieces, Cobra was “originally created to harness the per-
sonal languages of a new school of improvisers working together in the 
east Side of Lower Manhattan.”31 The game pieces provide an outlet for 
a group of “improvisers who had developed very personal languages” 
within a context where Zorn “could harness those languages in ways 
that made the players feel they were creating and participating.”32
To do this music properly is to do it with a community of like-minded 
musicians and an understanding of tactics, personal dynamics, in-
strumentation, aesthetics and group chemistry. It’s about coopera-
tion, interaction, checks and balances, tension and release and many 
more elusive, ineffable things both musical and social.33
 For Zorn, a successful performance of Cobra consists not only of players 
“following the rules,” but also the ways in which the ensemble stages a 
variety of musical and social tensions and their ability to convey these 
tensions to the audience. “What you get on the stage, then,” Zorn writes, 
“is not just someone reading music but a drama. You get a human drama. 
You get life itself, which is what the ultimate musical experience is: it’s 
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life. Musicians relating to each other through music.”34 elsewhere, Zorn 
has been more explicit about the type of drama he imagines in Cobra, re-
ferring to the piece as a psychodrama. In an interview with Derek Bailey, 
Zorn explains how:
every society has rules that people deal with in different ways. What 
I basically create [in the game pieces] is a small society and everybody 
kind of finds their own position in that society. It really becomes, like, 
a psychodrama. It’s like scream therapy, or primal therapy. People are 
given power and it’s very interesting to see which people like to run 
with that power, which people run away from it [and] who are very 
docile and just do what they’re told [and those] who try very hard to 
get more control and more power. . . . It’s very much like the political 
arena, in a certain kind of a sense . . . [where performers] are having a 
little carrot dangled in front of them. and it’s interesting to see who 
tries to grab the carrot and who doesn’t. and a lot of times the people 
who try to grab the carrot, it’s pulled out of their hands by someone 
else in the band. So, it becomes kind of a scary, frightening thing to 
be in front of that band to see these people blossom and become the 
assholes that they really are.35
Cobra on Record
[The game pieces] shouldn’t be put on tape. Looking back on the records I’ve made, 
I don’t feel I made a mistake, but these situations weren’t made for record—you 
had to be there.36
While there is no doubt that Zorn is proud of his game pieces, he rec-
ognizes the ambiguous ontological status of recordings of these works, 
including Cobra. as is clear from the excerpted quote above, Zorn privi-
leges the unfolding (psycho-) dramatic narrative of these performances 
as experienced by both performers and audiences over and above, it 
seems, the reification of such experiences brought about by recordings. 
In the same interview, edward Strickland sums up the many questions 
posed by recordings of the game pieces—what are they? what do they 
represent? what purpose do they serve?—when he observes that, with 
different recordings of the same game piece, “we’re not talking about 
two different versions of [Bartók’s] Concerto for Orchestra or even a jazz 
standard.”37 Zorn considers each performance as being analogous to 
playing a game or attending a sporting event by explaining how the 
“live concert is not a record, it’s a game, a play of personalities. It’s not 
just music, it’s an event. Sports, I think, is the same way. You don’t want 
to put the World Series on video tape and then watch it over and over 
again.”38 It seems that, in an effort to elevate the “being-in-the-moment-
ness” of each performance (“you had to be there”) over the fixedness of 
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a recording, Zorn ties himself up in knots, for aren’t recordings of these 
games just like videotaped recordings of sporting events!
 Setting aside sticky ontological issues, there are, at this time, four re-
cordings of Cobra commercially available to recordbuyers.39 The first re-
cording was a double album produced by Zorn and released in 1987 on 
the Swiss label HatHutrecords. This recording includes a studio version 
of Cobra (recorded on May 9, 1986, at radio City Studios in New York City) 
and a live/concert version (recorded on october 21, 1985, at rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York, approximately 150 miles north 
of New York City).40 Two recordings of Cobra were released in 1995: John 
Zorn’s Cobra: Tokyo Operations ’94 on the Japanese label avant and John 
Zorn’s Cobra: Live at the Knitting Factory on knitting Factory records.41 
Finally, a recording of Cobra on Zorn’s own label, Tzadik, was released 
in 2002. except for, perhaps, the knitting Factory release, each recording 
is significant for various historical/musical reasons.42
 The original HaT HUT release is noteworthy for a number of reasons. 
First, and most obviously, this is the first recording of the piece and in-
cludes a performance (the live version) that took place approximately 
one year after Cobra was completed. Second, both versions of Cobra that 
appear on this release include many of the performers/improvisers with 
whom Zorn was playing with at the time and undoubtedly assisted in 
helping to shape and mold Zorn’s overall conception of the work. Zorn 
has explained:
Improvising with other people is a source book for ideas for me, a 
workshop where I learn new ideas for composing pieces. I see things 
that can’t happen in improvisation that I want to have happen, so I go 
and write a piece around it. Players’ languages attract me, whether 
they have a highly personal language [or] a very wide vocabulary or 
very narrow vocabularies; it’s what they do with their vocabularies 
that makes them interesting.43
The improvisers who appear on the HaT HUT release of Cobra are some 
of the most well-known performers associated with the “Downtown 
Scene” in the mid-1980s, including Jim Staley (trombone), Carol emanuel 
and Zeena Parkins (harp), Bill Frisell, arto Lindsay, and elliott Sharp 
(guitars), anthony Coleman, Wayne Horvitz, and David Weinstein (key-
boards and samplers), Guy klucevsek (accordion), Bob James (tapes), 
Christian Marclay (turntables), Bobby Previte (drums and percussion), 
and Zorn as the prompter.
 all of the recordings of Cobra released thus far are comprised of mul-
tiple tracks. on the HaT HUT release, for example, the studio version 
ends with an epilogue, which might suggest that the entirety of the studio 
version is a single (very long) performance of Cobra. However, Zorn has 
explained that the separate sections on the original HaT HUT release 
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(and all subsequent releases) are “separate pieces. ‘Versions,’ if you will. 
Cobra is something that can end at any time. What we did was walk in 
the studio and say, ‘Let’s do various lengths of pieces: some one minute, 
some six minutes.’ So we did a lot of five-minute pieces, I’d say, ‘Let’s 
do something much shorter’; if we did a lot short ones, I’d say, ‘Let’s try 
for a long one this time.’ everything on the Cobra cd are complete pieces 
that I ordered after the fact.”44 The titles of the versions of Cobra that ap-
pear on this release are generally descriptive in nature, often referring 
to the tempo (e.g., “allegro,” “Largo”) or the character of a particular 
performance (“Violento, “Maestoso Meccanico”).
 Given the overview of Cobra’s rules described above, it is possible 
(to a certain extent) to follow the narrative of cues in individual perfor-
mances by focusing on performing forces, lengths of events, forms, and 
so on. While this would certainly be one viable way of listening to these 
recordings, another would be to focus on the particular sounds them-
selves and how they realize Zorn’s compositional concern about the pri-
macy of structure over musical content. This distinction is foregrounded 
most clearly, I believe, by the use of sounds that could be described as 
“nonmusical” as well as the use of quotations from pre-existing musical 
works. In the studio version, “nonmusical” sounds are present in the 
chicken clucks in “Fantasia” along with the ringing of a telephone and 
the taps on a typewriter in “allegro.” With these and other instances, it 
is possible to see how compositional practices typically associated with 
musique concrete have entered the realm of real-time improvisation. along 
with examples of nonmusical sounds, a number of musical quotations 
are present in individual versions of Cobra included on this recording, 
including the opening motive from Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony played 
by a tremolo guitar in “Largo,” Christian Marclay’s use of an excerpt 
from a recording of Wagner in “Moderato,” and the flute tune from an 
easy-listening, smooth jazz recording in “adagio Maestoso.” While the 
inclusion of quotations is often cited as a stylistic marker of Zorn’s music 
in general, it is worth considering the function of quotations in a piece 
such as Cobra. In an effort to understand the purpose and meaning of 
these quotations, edward Strickland has asked Zorn about the Wagner 
quote in the “Moderato” movement:
strickland: What’s the function of the “Für elise” in The Big Gundown 
or the Wagner in Cobra? . . .
zorn: It’s just another tool. It’s something that’s out there, part of the 
world that’s out there. I didn’t say, “Use Wagner.” Christian Marclay 
wanted to use it. everything he does is quotations because his instru-
ment is the turntable and he’s using records as his material.
strickland: Is it a way of deflating the pomposity of Wagner by trans-
posing it to an alien context?
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zorn: No, I’m not interested in anything like that. That particular piece 
was chosen by Christian right then. He wanted to use it, he used it. I 
had nothing to say about it. In Cobra the musical materials are com-
pletely up to the performers. I have nothing to say about it. I make no 
musical decisions. I set the situation up, I set the rules up. They [the 
performers] make the decisions.45
In terms of how a piece such as Cobra is both perceived and conceived, 
Zorn’s explanation on the use and function of musical quotations in Cobra 
is instructive. There is no question that the appearance of particular quo-
tations can be heard and interpreted as a sort of ironic, postmodern com-
mentary. In its conception, however, the inclusion of musical quotations 
function as possible sound resources in the ever-changing progression 
of sound blocks according to the rules of the game.
 While Zorn does not act as a prompter on the Tokyo Operations ’94 
release, this recording highlights the ability for Cobra to be realized by 
any instruments. on this recording, the guitars and percussion familiar 
from the HaT HUT release perform alongside a variety of traditional 
Japanese instruments, including the shamisen, shakuhachi, and koto. 
Jazz journalist art Lange has written how Tokyo Operations ’94
offers an unfamiliar sound world with its own distorted points of 
reference, contrasting traditional instruments like shamisen and 
shakuhachi with electric slash and crash noisemongers, graffiti art-
ists wielding guitars and samplers instead of spray paint cans. Like 
much of Zorn’s best work it relocates us from our own aesthetic 
perspective into a moveable feast of possibilities—that awkward, 
uncomfortable, exhilarating, ambiguous area between the sublime 
and the ridiculous.46
 In general, the cues heard on many of the performances of Cobra on 
Tokyo Operations ’94 are significantly longer than those on the HaT HUT 
release. “Tomobiki” (Cobra 2), for instance, opens with what can be de-
scribed as an introduction that leads into an extended passage of hetero-
phony built over a steady pulse in the percussion. In passages like these, 
musical ideas are developed and expanded in ways not typically heard 
on the HaT HUT release.47 at the same time, many of the performances 
utilize recurring blocks of sound material (“Sound Memory”?) that create 
a formal framework that can be described as ritornello-like, a practice 
that stands in marked contrast to the almost constant sense of formal 
difference typically heard in other performances (a good example of this 
ritornello-like formal design can be heard in Cobra 1, “Sensyo”).
 The Tzadik release of Cobra (2002) brings together several generations 
of improvisers. With Zorn as the prompter, the performances on this re-
cording feature improvising veterans such as the British guitarist Derek 
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Bailey (a long-time practitioner of “nonidiomatic free improvisation”), 
Ikue Mori on laptop, and percussionist Cyro Baptista. Complementing 
these veteran performers, this recording also features more recent ar-
rivals on the “Downtown Scene” including improvisers such as Jamie 
Saft (keyboards), Jennifer Choi (violin), Susie Ibarra (drums), and Trevor 
Dunn (bass). recorded eighteen years after Cobra was completed, cer-
tain performances on this recording reveal how the musical languages 
of individual performers have been affected by pieces such as Cobra. 
For instance, on “Tabanan,” the recurring trio block of piano, cello, and 
violin sounds “composed,” almost as if it is a notated piece by, for in-
stance, violinist Mark Feldman, or cellist erik Friedlander, or pianist 
Sylvie Courvoisier.48 The recording’s closing track—“Goa Gajah”—is 
another good example of where the boundaries between “improvised” 
and “composed” are aurally indistinguishable and where discrete sound 
blocks (a hallmark of the work’s original design and conception) are 
replaced by a formal design that can be described as “undulatory.” The 
Tzadik recording reveals not only how Cobra (not to mention other game 
pieces) has impacted a generation of composers/improvisers who ar-
rived on the scene after it was composed, but also the ways the piece is 
able to accommodate the various tendencies, strengths, and languages of 
these performers. Much like certain eras in baseball—some of which are 
dominated by pitching, others by hitting—the rules to Cobra remain the 
same even as the players change. (Makes you wonder what the steroid-
era of Cobra will sound like.)
Zorn Before Cobra
Everything I learned in my old pieces got incorporated into the next piece and so 
on. Cobra is like the sum total of working with these game pieces.49
Zorn has explained how “the music that I loved from maybe age fifteen 
on . . . was the music of the maverick composers like [edgard] Varèse 
and [Charles] Ives and [John] Cage and [Harry] Partch, [Mauricio] kagel 
and [karlheinz] Stockhausen; these composers were all on the cutting 
edge of what they were doing, and it was that tradition that attracted 
me.”50 The composers mentioned here all helped in shaping Zorn’s image 
of the type of composer he wanted to be. In regards to his game pieces 
in particular, Zorn believes that he is “tying together loose strings left 
dangling by composers such as earle Brown, Cornelius Cardew, John 
Cage, and [karlheinz] Stockhausen.”51 In terms of specific works, Zorn 
has mentioned Stockhausen’s Plus-Minus (1963) and Kurzwellen (1968), 
earle Brown’s Available Forms (1961), and kagel’s Improvisation Ajoutée 
(1961–62) and Der Schall (1968).52
 along with the composers mentioned above (all of whom are as-
sociated—albeit loosely—with the Western concert tradition), Zorn 
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also drew inspiration from a number of composers and performing 
groups working at the margins of a jazz/improvising/experimental 
tradition.53 on a number of occasions Zorn has described how musi-
cal experiments by members of the association for the advancement 
of Creative Musicians (aaCM) and the Black artists’ Group (BaG) in 
St. Louis have shaped his compositional career, from his early game 
pieces onward. Speaking of his time in the american Midwest during 
and following his brief college career at Webster University in St. Louis, 
Missouri, Zorn has explained to edward Strickland how his decision to 
remain in the region for some time was something he needed to do. “I 
needed,” Zorn remarks, “to be exposed to the black jazz scene in Chi-
cago, aaCM, and BaG in St. Louis: anthony Braxton, Leo Smith. BaG 
was mixing improvisation with set structures in a very interesting way 
then.”54 Citing specific performers/improvisers and works, Zorn has 
frequently mentioned anthony Braxton’s 1969 recording For Alto, the 
art ensemble of Chicago’s Bap-Tizum (1973), and recordings by roscoe 
Mitchell, Leo Wadada Smith, and BaG members/cofounders oliver 
Lake and Julius Hemphill. Citing works often associated with jazz, 
Zorn has also pointed to Cecil Taylor’s Unit Structures (1966), ornette 
Coleman’s double quartet recording Free Jazz (1961), John Coltrane’s 
Ascension (1965), albert ayler’s Bells (1965), Sun ra’s Cosmic Tones for 
Mental Therapy (1963), and Communications, a double-album released in 
1968 by the Jazz Composer’s orchestra featuring saxophonist Pharaoh 
Sanders, pianist Cecil Taylor, trumpeter Don Cherry, and trombonist 
roswell rudd.55
 Building upon the compositional possibilities related to such a di-
verse list of influences and inspirations, Zorn’s earliest game pieces seek 
to exploit the improvisational talents of performers within the logical 
structures (“rules”) associated with games. Describing his overall com-
positional aesthetic, Zorn considers composing in terms of “problem 
solving” explaining how he tries “to go new places [in his compositions] 
by setting myself parameters and trying to solve the problems they 
present. How can I create a piece of music that has only three sounds 
in it? or a piece where every bar is a different genre of music?”56 The 
problems posed in Zorn’s game pieces, in particular, aren’t solved by 
the composer but by the improvisers who play the games. Zorn has 
explained that his earliest ideas for the game pieces arose through his 
interactions with improvisers and seeing what would and would not 
happen in any given improvisation.
Game pieces came about through improvising with other people 
[and] seeing that things I wanted to have happen weren’t happening. 
I’d wonder, “Why aren’t people leaving more silences?” So I’d write 
a piece for improvisers that inherently had a lot of silences. or, “Why 
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doesn’t everybody, all of a sudden, change at one time?” So then I’d 
create a little system and write a piece involving that.57
How the “games” would turn out was never a concern for Zorn. ac-
cording to Zorn, the game pieces “deal with form, not with content, with 
relationships, not with sound. They have musicians on the stage relating 
to each other. The improvisers on the stage were themselves the sound.”58 
Understood this way, Zorn approaches and conceives of his game pieces 
much like a fan of baseball who appreciates the way a manager man-
ages the bullpen in the late innings of a close game as opposed to the 
fan who goes to the game hoping to see his or her favorite player belt a 
three-run homer.59
 Zorn had created a number of game pieces by the time Cobra was com-
pleted in october of 1984. In a sense, many of the “problem-solving” ideas 
that were worked out in his earlier game pieces find their way into Cobra. 
as Zorn explained to Howard Mandel, “with each new [game] piece, I 
made up new sets of rules, sometimes incorporating similar ideas and 
systems from old pieces into new pieces but changing the sequences, or 
the overall way it was put together.”60 Given Zorn’s penchant for adapt-
ing and reusing strategies and tactics from earlier works, it is worth con-
sidering aspects of some of the game pieces written prior to Cobra and 
sketching out some sort of compositional trajectory (or at least a “connect 
the dots”).
 Zorn has described his earliest game pieces as an attempt at
creating very simple structures—combinations, for example, of all 
the possible duets in a twelve-piece group, all the possible trios. 
Then I’d work them all out, order them, and the players would go 
through this ordering, along with another set of rules that made it 
a little more complicated than just going one after another—first 
these people, then these two people.61
Zorn has referred to this process—the idea of exploring all of the pos-
sible combinations or permutations based upon instrumentation and/or 
personnel—as proceeding along a “timeline.” Starting with his earliest 
game piece Klarina (1974) until Jai-alai (1980), performers would impro-
vise according to a timeline based on various combinations.62 once all of 
the combinations were exhausted, the piece would conclude.63 Klarina, 
for instance, involves a “complex list of all the possible combinations of 
three players who perform on three different instruments each” while 
Archery (1979) is based upon a “series of all the possible solo, duo, and 
trio combinations for 12 players, which ended up being 200 some odd 
combinations; and you had to complete them all to finish the piece!”64 In 
short, the procession of varying combinations through these early game 
pieces is the form of the work.
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 What occurs within a specific combination changes from piece to piece. 
again, while the musical content of any given moment within a game 
piece is never specified, the shape or character of these moments is deter-
mined by whatever “problem” each piece is designed to “solve.” Lacrosse 
(1977), for instance, “is about concentrating ideas in short statements 
(sound events), as a way of stopping people from just closing their eyes 
and blowing, going on and on with the same idea”65 elsewhere, Zorn 
has explained:
Lacrosse [was] about making every note count. That’s what that piece 
was about. What each person was involved in doing was creating 
short little events between three and ten seconds long. Playing some-
thing, concentrating completely on that one little thing, and making 
sure that every note counted was the best thing that you could do. 
and then stopping, pausing, thinking of another little event to do.66
 according to a brief description by the San Francisco–based saxophon-
ist Bruce ackley, the “short events” of Lacrosse are drawn from “a menu 
of four of Zorn’s musical gestures that each player [juggles] independent 
of the group action.”67 The idea of improvising using short events reap-
pears in Cobra as the “Cartoon Trades.” While the “Trades” cue of Cobra 
may be realized by short events, it does not have to; there are no specific 
guidelines pertaining to the length of events performed in “Trades.”68 
The specific permutations that occur in Lacrosse involve combinations 
of up to four players although “substitutions” of players are possible 
with the addition of two other performers. Lacrosse, in short, is a work 
for four players that is realized by six players.69
 Improvisational practices involving “trades” comprised of short events 
as well as “substitutions” as developed in Lacrosse found their way into 
Cobra approximately seven years later. a number of other strategies de-
veloped in earlier game pieces would later reappear in Cobra. Fencing 
(1978), for instance, involves “putting different genres of music on top of 
one another in an Ivesian way” and which would become, in Cobra, a cue 
available to guerilla units.70 Pool (from 1979) develops and builds upon 
strategies first explored in early game pieces. Like Lacrosse, Pool proceeds 
according to a complex system of permutations involving four players 
(but, allowing for substitutions, the work is performed by five players).71 
With Pool, the specific permutations of performers is not governed by a 
graphic notation (as in earlier works) but is controlled (and maintained) 
by a prompter. In Pool, the prompter keeps track of the different permu-
tations and alerts the performers as to when the permutations are sus-
pended (through silences or through interpolated structures suggested 
by the performers). The resulting block, or “modular,” form of Pool is, of 
course, representative of Zorn’s long-standing compositional interest in 
“changing blocks of musical sound” (something he attributes—in Pool 
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—to Igor Stravinsky’s Symphonies of Wind Instruments).72 Archery (1979) 
also utilizes a prompter who guides the twelve performers (never per-
forming in groups larger than a quartet) through timed events (“clock 
events”), trading events, and orderings specifying duos and trio combi-
nations.73 except for the “clock events,” much of the material associated 
with Archery would be adapted in Cobra, particularly the opportunity for 
performers to make specific “calls” or “intercuts” (in Archery, the ability 
for any performer to request a specific “divisi”) that would temporarily 
interrupt the progression of permutations.
 The “Locus Hand Cues” available to a guerilla squad in Cobra are 
traceable to improvisational cues employed by a trio of performers in 
Zorn’s Locus Solus project from 1983.74 Not strictly a game piece, Locus 
Solus was Zorn’s attempt at creating improvisational structures within 
the boundaries of traditional song forms in a trio format (the subtitle for 
the project is “In Search of the Improvised Song Form”). During a trio 
performance, players would use various hand/finger signals (thumb 
pointing up = stop playing, flat hand = play a drone, curved hand = per-
form trades) to direct the improvisation. as described above, the guerilla 
squad in Cobra can be understood as an interpolated Locus Solus group 
during operation 2 (“”Fist-2,” “Intercut”).75
Zorn after Cobra
In a sense, these early lessons in composing for improvisers defined my entire 
compositional style.76
according to Zorn, Cobra and his later game pieces go beyond the lim-
its imposed by a timeline. In these post-timeline works, what remains 
are “[a] complex set of rules that, in a sense, [turn] players on and off 
like toggle switches to such a complicated degree that it [doesn’t] really 
matter what the content [is].”77 as should be clear from the discussion 
of Cobra, Zorn’s later game systems specify a:
series of rules, like a trading system—one person plays, then the 
next person plays, then the next person plays—and event systems, 
where people independently perform events. anybody can perform 
one event each, for example, but nobody can time it at the same time 
with anybody else. There might be a series of downbeats where at 
a downbeat a change will happen—if you’re playing, maybe you 
must stop; if you’re not playing, you may come in. That’s just one 
example.78
at the same time, in post-Cobra game pieces “players are asked to relate 
more and more to sound in spontaneously constructing pieces.” He con-
tinues by describing how “abstract parameters like high, low, loud or 
quiet (in Xu Feng [1985]) were later joined (in Bezique [1989]) by specific 
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genres like blues, soundtrack, mood, classical, and jazz as moments that 
could be called upon by any player at any time, orchestrated spontane-
ously and cued at the prompter’s downbeat.”79
 With Cobra, Zorn abandoned sports as titles for his game pieces by 
adopting titles from war games. This practice was short-lived as Zorn 
soon started titling his game pieces after the names of asian actresses 
such as Xu Feng (1985), Hu Die (1986), Ruan Lingyu (1987), and Hwang 
Chin-ee (1988).80 Xu Feng was the first game piece created after Cobra 
and, according to Zorn, marks a radical shift in his game pieces. With 
Xu Feng, Zorn began moving from the “abstract to [the] concrete, [the] 
theoretical to [the] practical.” Beginning with Xu Feng, Zorn “began to 
mold subsequent game pieces more toward specific sound worlds, giv-
ing pieces exact instrumentation and introducing sound ‘modifiers’—
(specifying sound parameters) into the options available in structuring 
form and content.”81
 Modifiers such as “high” or “low,” “loud” or “quiet” describe qualities 
of sounds that are, for the most part, absent from Zorn’s earlier game 
pieces (changes in volume are, as shown above, possible in Cobra with 
the “ear-3” cue). In Bézique (1989)—Zorn’s last game piece—modifiers 
are extended to include entire genres or styles. Zorn has described how, 
in Bézique,
each player in the group has a chance to completely organize an 
ordering of sound events—to ‘compose’ a piece themselves. When 
each player has completed their successive piece, the performance 
is over. We have come full circle here, with a triumphant return to 
both the timeline and the world of sound. Perhaps it is fitting that 
Bezique which consists entirely of sound modifiers, is one of my last 
explorations of the game piece medium, as in it, improvisers have 
themselves become composers.82
 Bézique employs a number of cues familiar from earlier game pieces 
such as “trades” (which can be passed around the ensemble in different 
directions), “runners,” the option of playing one, two, or three “events” 
(eV), and to form “buddies.”83 all of these cues take place within a semi-
organized structure comprised of modifiers. Some of these modifiers 
are familiar from earlier game pieces (such as Xu Feng) and include per-
formance directions such as “high,” “low,” “loud,” “quiet,” “fast,” and 
“slow.” another set of modifiers, however, involves improvised group 
performances in specific styles/genres such as “jazz,” “blues,” “rock,” 
“pop,” “classical,” and “ethnic.” a performance of Bézique begins with 
a precomposed “feature” comprised of varying elements corresponding 
to the various modifiers and other cues permissible within the game. 
after a performance of this precomposed piece, the audience begins to 
applaud while another member of the ensemble (Bézique is for between 
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nine and thirteen players) gets the attention of the prompter. If acknowl-
edged, this performer becomes a “new” composer and begins to orga-
nize other players in the ensemble in the creation of a newly improvised 
piece of music comprised of various cues/modifiers (players not chosen 
“noodle” on their instruments as the details for the next piece are being 
worked out). If one of the modifiers chosen is, for instance, “jazz,” the 
new composer must call out a specific key or chord changes over which 
players will improvise once the next downbeat arrives. a performance 
of Bézique concludes once all of the players have “composed” their own 
piece of music.84
 In Zorn’s game pieces, changing blocks of sound arise through spe-
cific decisions and choices made by the improvisers. In Cobra and other 
game pieces, a temporal succession of radically different sound blocks 
is typically achieved through “Pool” downbeats or cues. Beginning in 
the mid-1980s (shortly after the completion of Cobra), Zorn adapted the 
formal potentialities of “Pool” downbeats. originally designed to ex-
ploit the improvisational capabilities of individual performers within 
the constraints imposed by the specific rules of a particular game, “Pool” 
downbeats became the basic unit of musical content in Zorn’s “file card” 
pieces. Works such as Godard (1985), Spillane (1986), and Forbidden Fruit 
(1987) are “composed” of individual file cards (index cards) each of which 
contain some sort of musical (or extra-musical) information. In the case 
of Spillane, Zorn has described how
each card relates to some aspect of [Mickey] Spillane’s work, his 
world, his characters, his ideology. Sometimes I wrote out only 
sounds: “opening scream. route 66 intro starting with a high-hat, 
then piano, strings, harp.” other times I thought of a scene from 
a movie like Year of the Dragon, and I wrote: “Scene of the crime 
#1—high harp harmonics, basses and trombone drone, guitar so-
norities, sounds of water dripping and narration on top.”85
 In a work such as Spillane, a certain amount of freedom is allowed 
to each performer in terms of how he or she might realize the infor-
mation in a particular card. However, there is a qualitative difference 
between the “freedom” allowed by the performers of one of Zorn’s file 
card compositions and that of the fully improvised game pieces. a major 
distinction, of course, is the fact that—in a game piece—no one knows 
where the improvisation will go or how it will end. once Zorn has de-
termined an ordering of his file cards, however, that ordering becomes 
the form, a form that is fixed in the studio. The recordings of the game 
pieces represent one version of the game while the piece Spillane and 
the recording of Spillane are the same thing. While the narrative trajec-
tory of Spillane proceeds much like a typical plot of a Mickey Spillane/
Mike Hammer novel, Zorn’s piece is a sort of distillation of all of those 
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elements common to a Spillane novel: an initial crime, Hammer taking 
the case (probably at the behest of a mysterious and seductive woman 
who probably knows more than she is letting on), Hammer pursuing 
leads throughout the city (bars, strip clubs, and so on), Hammer pursu-
ing the criminals in a car chase, Hammer solving the crime (following 
a shootout) as the rain falls over the city (while the jazz/blues meta-
soundtrack fades into the night).86
 other file card compositions lack a clear relation to the “imaginary 
soundtrack” of a piece like Spillane, yet still trace their form(s) to the 
block structures of Zorn’s earlier game pieces. With Forbidden Fruit (string 
quartet, vocalist, and turntablist), Zorn recalls how he began with a set 
of cards of
maybe twelve musical themes—all the players staccato, all the play-
ers performing glissandos, or col legno—twelve themes and variations 
on those themes, which is what I would call harmonic counterpoint, 
where each of the four musicians is given a different theme to play. 
First violin plays glissandos, second plays pizzicato, viola maybe 
plays col legno, and the cellist improvises. I worked out twelve dif-
ferent combinations of variants on those twelve themes that combine 
them harmonically so that they’re working simultaneously. Then I 
added twelve scenes from the movie [Kurutta Kajitsu] and orches-
trated them as if I was writing the music for the soundtrack.87
 Like Spillane, Forbidden Fruit is a product of the recording studio.88 
around this same time, however, Zorn was also creating a number of 
file-card compositions that are fully notated and can exist as “works” 
apart from their respective recordings. The notated scores to pieces such 
as Cat O’ Nine Tails for string quartet (1988) and Carny for solo piano 
(1991) almost look as if individual file cards have been taped to large 
pieces of paper!89 Constructed in a manner that is similar to Forbidden 
Fruit, Cat O’ Nine Tails is composed of five basic sound blocks identified 
as noise, cartoon, collage, interludes, and sound improvisations. In this 
work, “noise” refers to notated scrapes, scratches, or crunches, while 
blocks of “sound improvisation” are generally not notated and where 
the actual content is left up to the players. For the collage sections, Zorn 
borrowed and manipulated material from the “great string quartet com-
posers” while the interludes are “slow and melodic kinds of pieces” 
composed entirely of original music. The cartoon sections are generally 
tonal and include quick scalar passages and/or clear cadences in addi-
tion to numerous “bonks,” “boings,” “bangs,” and “cracks.” In the early 
stages of composition, Zorn composed twelve examples of each group 
totaling sixty blocks. Zorn’s original idea was to arrange the blocks into 
twelve groups where each group would be ordered noise-collage-sound 
improvisation-cartoon-interlude. Unhappy with the pacing and flow of 
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this rigid ordering, Zorn rearranged the blocks. While all of the sixty 
original blocks are present in the finished form of Cat O’ Nine Tails, the 
ordering was abandoned.90 a progression through blocks of noise (“go 
crazy”), cartoon (“cartoon”), followed by two collage blocks (“Xenakis” 
and “Ives”) can be seen in measures 61 through 72 of Cat O’ Nine Tails, 
reproduced in figure 4.
Without question, Cobra is Zorn’s most well-known and oft-performed 
composition. at the most basic level, Cobra is a fun game to play and is 
one that performers wish to play over and over again. Given Cobra’s abil-
ity to accommodate performers from diverse musical backgrounds and 
capabilities, it is quite possible that it will become the piece that future 
generations of performers will turn to when honing their improvisational 
skills and that teachers and historians will focus on when considering 
certain moments in New York’s “Downtown Scene.” Therefore, given its 
rich and multilayered existence, it has been my wish to write an essay 
that celebrates John Zorn’s Cobra on the occasion of its twenty-fifth an-
niversary that has a place not only in seminar rooms but also on music 
stands as well.
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